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Abstract

, . .

Presents results of.a StudyPf 340 4 and,15'vyear.old kindergarten:,

L ) /and Non7Thrivipg

.ohildren.from 59 OlasSrooMsin '3 different kindsofiindergarten'

programs - -half -day, alternatefuil-day and'fillIdayeachers

selected%131 children:(inclUding 16fethalesat

terms of their:gdals, I19,Phildren.(51:females) as

90 (31,_ females) as '"notLaS yet thrivins."' Teacher ratingsidicate

that compared tc'monthriVers, thrivers were signiticatlYMOrl

socially skilled with .children and adUlts,A'were mpre,wiling to

, ., ,; k,

aporo .new situations,,morePersistent on:taskSiendadaoteo
. .

better to change.. TeaCherS also rated- thrivers: as Very Much morel,
:

confident, and reported that they morefregUently-engagedin: Wide)

.

range of activities. They sought-adult help lessfreguently,:

,

and_showed_nO differences in preferenceS:for playing

CIRCUS test results indicated that thrivers-had-tore advanced:

language and mathematiciskiilsthan non=thriversi an&O(Suld
,1 1-

recognize,more -letters and nuMbers.. Testers rated thrivers.asT

using-more effectiVp test.strategies '.demonstrating mare; Se3:

: ; . ..!.:;.
..,

.:,.,!

. ,..

cOntrol; and seeking lesS'adult assistancearents repOrted that

.
, .

.

thrivers choose academic activities MorefreT4ently,thari non-thrivers.

Parents reported nodifferences between groups in Preferences for

'

playing with oeers and seeking, adult.helo.': Results are4So4SSed in

relation to other research on social competenceand vulnerability

and in terms of research and practical implications.
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CharaCteriStiCS of Kindergarten"'

Wierage r,"Non-Thriv Their"TeaChers

1

'Perceived ath,"Thriving'',

y...
i'Duriloosevof this paper is tqreport:a number of%differences-

4
/between.kindergattenY children perce, by their teacherS to be

J :

-,

7thri4ingV'average":- or not as y thriving.'
.

The children and
3 J

Chers tndied.,were sampled from.; SchOO1\boards in Ontario, -
\

Canada, inClUdingpothrutal and urban distri&ts and three different
/I \

`kinds;Of,prOgraMp., e s 4nificance otk,teachers' perceptions of
, ; ,, I ..,, . '

: ,

who thriveS:' n,kindergarten programs lies: in the factthat.kindergarten.
, i, /,:, ,,/,

',?
teachers ',are gO0d- .redictOrs .of children's future academic progress

,,i , -.,

n,,SChoODeliiriCh, Jansky, & LangfOrd, 1966;.Janly & Dekirsch, 1972:.

/
ABryan 157.6; p: 50 55''} and thus that charaCteristiCs perceived'

by teachers tO.:distingtiSh thriving from non-thriving children may

&ye considerable'practical significance/.

Simply classiying childrien as "thriving ", "average", or

" ot-as-Yet thriVing'Y. eppearS to be a very simple and perhapsH.-.-. .

. , .,.

crude, approach tounderStanding teachers' perceptions of-children.

ThefundaMental.pgont OtthiS paper is that teachers in 'six different

School districts, hundreds; of miles apart, demonstrated surprising

uniformitY in characreristics they assigned to children they rated

as ! thriving"

7/

or OtherwiSe',',. ,Some independent' Vidence in the form



, anciv-.
, _,Some parent ratings alSo

,. ,,, ' ''', .

differentiated betWeen--' 'Oillthriyers ;cOnsistent1Y
.acrots," 'the S3,1 E districts ,"In -short; 'tnis paper provides

esOription of some of the features which iiake ,up kindergarten
' ,

teachers'' perception:S:9f thriving, or doing their programs.'
' .1d 2: 7 ;,

Prescott' has reported that ,children- ay /care who were

perceiired ' their, ,teache.rs to. be "thriving in 'terths of your goals"

tAffered'.sUbStantially from children perceived las "not as yet thriving
. .

in 'terms of Your goals" in a ,wide .variety of .,beha oral characteristics

by :indeperi nt obSrvers. "(Prescott, 173). unirriarizing her

findings, Prescott. noted that "thriVers (1) h .'get along
/:well ,,with other 'childr.e.ri ° enjoy, activities which

letheteacher offers ..

demands on adults. and children;" "Non-thr iVers , on the
. .

other hand (1) received negative responses frOm adults and

children; (2j.e.... did not get 'along well. ther children,

. can negotiate. and Make

o

)1

(3) . could not: negotiate effectively

. or children . . . and (4) . from other

energy level, Si.2e,o coordination, and ability to make

sMall,!muscle activity..," "Akierage children (1)

get along with other childrenc;j: . . not

or de.mand,much' attention from adults

not necessarily ,negotiate 'Make demands, on adults' or children."
'7



(Prescott,:,1973, .pp1-90-91).
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:.,Presdott also found interactions between thrive rating and

type of daycare center ("Open" NS. "closed" referring to.deigree

:,of child Choice or control of time in program). In. "Open' '

V A

centers, non-thrivers'were oberved to avoid tasks requiring

problem,solvingand, to reject other. children in contrast .to high

involveMent initasks,:land social activities by:thrivers. In clbsed

centers' nOn-ihrivers experienced more frustration, aggression

.

and adult iinterferencei in contrast to friendly interactions with
.

.

teachers and concentration on tasks by thrivers:

Prescott's deacriptions.of thrivers and non-thrivers parallel
2

/tO some extent:descriptions by MukphY'and.Moriarity '(1976) 'of "Vulnerable"1

children (children who "fall apart" under stress); Garmezy',

Nordstrom, and Ferrarese (in press) of children-"at risk%fot variOus,.

types of psychotherapy; and. Thomas, Chess, and bitci-; a968Y'for,

"difficult children:." : In each case, less adaptiveichildran:are marked

. ,

by a lack of social skills with children and adults, patternsOf,

more intense response to frustration, change, or noVelty, negative

.

'Moods, and lack of confidence. Botri-Prescott and Thomas, et al.,.

Stress a reciprocal relationship between-the envitoriment,and.the-'

child, with Prescott noting that "theiClearest trend of.thejoehavior

. data was the theme ofAmpleasantand legs rewarding experiende'for

non-thrivers" (1973, p. 22) .

The present study was a by-product of researc.i.conducted
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. C".

on the.:effectS'of half7dayr Alternate full-day,-and full-day

kindergarten programs (Biemiller, 1978).: 'FreScott's design for

st1dying program'effects Was adopted on the asstimption that
_

z ;

.pidgram'differenCes would probably'haye3mOre of an effect on,.
';

. "vulnerable" or non-tthLving children than others, becaUse

,full7day kindergart4 programs would involve greater stress. In
c-

1'n
.reality, I found almO o main effects far program type, nor

interactions WIL.teac er's thrive rating's.. However, I found,

.

large differences across all programs were.assooLited.with thrive

ratings. Theseare'rePOrted to this paper.- .*In effect4.the.

-different programs- provided replications of. the same. treatment

categorization by teachers as thriving, average, or non- thriving.

.

Child Characteristics Studied. Four categories of develOpmental

,..... al .

characteristit were 'Studied in an attempt to maintain a "whole
'

:
,'

focus.4 These -were (1) constitutional" capacities; :(2.)

.(3),emational 'characteristics '(including self proCesses);:and'(4)

behaVior. This categorization was based on analyseS of longitudinal% .

and social learning research by.Mischel.(1968, 1973)
-
and Kohlberg,

Lacrosse, and Ricks (1969) noting the stability,of cognitive

and.skill variables across age and situations ip contrast to the.

instability of behavior variables. _Data on emotional functioning

'including temperaMent and self-confidence, Were-based on characteristics

Cited by(prescott,Murphy, Thomas, et al., and Garmezy, as well

as BanduralS(1977) emphasis on. the pale of self-procesSvariables
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..
1

Yip behavior.'In the present study, only, health was included

AlnderAsbnetitutional

,.'Sample and Methods
t , .

Sample. Data is available for'340,childreh from 59 classes. These.

children.attended three different kinds of kindergarten programs

including'junior (4 year'old) and senior (5 year-old) kindergarten

children from'rUral'half-day and rural alternate fUll-day. programs;

anctseniorkindergarten children from rural and urban full-,7,day:;'

programs. - All children attended Roman Cath4ic Separate SchoOls.
1

SchOol boards were selecOd.on the bsith of the types of programs

'they offered. All boards.contacted agreed to participate fn .the

study. Two boards were included for each type of prograth except

for half-day programs, for which only one board was available.

Analysis of teacher's descriptions of their programs indicated

that children in alternate full -day programs spent about 16 hours

a week, in school compared to half-day children who spent 12 hours

a week. Full-day childrevpent about 33 hours a week in' School.

The content of half-day and alternate full-day programs was similar
. .

in terms of proportions of time spent in free play, teacher directed;
6.

teacher instruction, and other activities.-.Full -day children

received an. extra 8 hours a Week of direct instruction; as well as

additional time in teacher directed and physical education activities.

Teachers were identified by school boara. personnel and then'
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.contacted' directly and invited to participate in the study. Of

61 teachers. approached, 59 agreed to participate.

7

Teachers were asked to nominate two children "whom you .consider
.

to'be really thriving in your ptOgram;" two "who are developing.
1.,

in an average or typical way;" and two -"whom you consider to be

not yet thriving as well as hoped in yourprogram.", Letters were

sent to the parents of these .children requesting permission for the

children to p"articipate in the study. Although records were not

kept on refuSals, teachers reported that there were very. few cases

of refusal:by parents. /7

Not ali teachers felt able to identify two non-thiivers.
bar.

Thus the final sample contained 131 thriverS; 119 average children

and 90 non-thrivers. One hundred and eleveh children were in

junior kindergartens (kindergartens fOr 4 year old children)..

.

BecauSe'the Study was conducted:late in the School year, not all

teachers wereable to complete.rating forms, reducing the sample

for whOm teacher, rating data is available on various questionnairerS.

(N's are given .with each questionnaire.)' , .

the sex distribution of thechildren varied. signifiCantly

by thrive-rating. Fifty-eight percent of children 'perceived to be-

thrivers were female, while'43% of average children were female
,

and only 34% of non-thrivers Were female. Overall, 46% of children

in the s$Mple were female.
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'1. Health. Health was assessed by days absent for illness. This

information was obtained from school records and cross checked with

parents tOlimina.te abiences due to vacations, etc.. ,

2. Social-Skills. Social slzills with peers and adults, in adult-

led groups, and empathy were assessed with a 19 item social ability

questionnaire filled out by teachers for each child. The,first 12'

'items were based on Professor ar,,,-Wriaht's teacher rating scale

derived from Whitei Kaban, :.:rmcri and Shapiro's (1973) analysis

of social competence., Ihdividual items concern the frequency of

success or failure in leading peers,.' gaining peer attention, using

peers as resources,. expressing affection to peers; and the same

skills in relation to adultS. Frequency was rated on a 5 point scale

9
\

ranging from "never or: less than once a' month" tv,"several times a

day". For purposes of repOrting results in this study,.responses

were diirided between "at least once a day" or more often and

-
"at least once a week" or less often.

ProfeSsor ,Wright reports Significant. correlations between

teacher ratings of nursery school children's skills with peers .

and Observational records of the same skills ranging from '.38 to

.61 at two different periods.. (note 1). However, she reports that

correlations between teachers' ratings of the same children!s skills
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with adults and observational records were'for the most part loW'

and non-significant. Bolstad and-Johnson.(1977).studied the

A.

relationshibetween teacher categorizatiOnt of third gradechilden

as "best,behaved",-"aVerage behaved" aftd "least wellbehaved"1

teacher ratings' of behavior and observed behavior. They report

that teacher ratings were corroborated by independent obServers,

..

particularly for attention to task and appropriateness of

peer interaction. Kohn and Rosman (1972) report high levels of

teacher agreement oniSehavibal ratingsof'3 to 4 year old

children, and substantial,longitudinal correlatiOns for such

ratings over 6 month intervals.
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The rem.kr12ng 7 items,on the social abilities questionnaire

were developed by my research associate, Michael Rochford, and

myself. These items concerned'the abilities in adult-led

,
-

:groups (participation,wering'qUestions, blurting out answers,
r, 5

,L-

liStening to. others, and adressing the group), as well as the:child's7

awareness of and concern foi others., These items. were rafted on.a

5 point scale ranging from "never or almost never" to "very.often".

For, pUrposeS of reporting data, responses were diVided betweeh
4r, -

"often" or ''very often" and "occasionally " or. lower frequency

alternatives.

NO independedt data is available for these gibub.skillS and,

empathy items regarding theirvalidity. Thus their value at this

point is strictly' descriptiVe. 'in the present study, teachers

were found to discriminate sharply between children perceived as
. ,

"thriV4E191; Sulaohildren not perceives as ''thriving", on the items.-

3. Language. The CIRCUS SAT and Tell. test (EduCationalTesting

Service, 1974) was adMiniStered to all children in groups of three.'

This test has several components:

r

description: child-is asked to describe a-pencil 'and then
.

.

two pennies. ,core.reflects number Of features described.

b, functional,Aanguage: child supplies words .4i pictures

requiring correct syntax (e.g., plurals,' tense, etc.).

This testis based on,Berko' (1958) study of children's

syntax. Score ref],ectsn. two .pOints for correct items ,and

one poin for partiallY 'correct items. .7The maximum possible
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store was 76.

'11-

c. narrativetotal wordS.:. Ch"ild is Asked to'tell a story.

about-a complex picture of Atircus. There as a three

.3 minute time limit. SCoresreflects total words.

d. narrative--total diffetent words: score reflects total

different words lmchild's.stoty.

e. narrative - -quality:: score reflects Use-of organization,

. .

feelings, Modifiers, and other characteristics. MaximUm
)

possible score is 12,.

.

Educational Testing Servicei (1976) reports that their Say and

Tell language measure abpeats to.assess.skills tha% are relatively

independent of other measures. in the CIRCUS. battery. Alpha,reliability

ranges from .72 to:.89 forthd three scaleS:. Teachers do not appear

sensitive to the abilities surveyed. On the other hand, the vocabulary,

grammatical skills,and, gendraleffectiveness of communication

examined in Say and Teal reflect CharaCtetistics.whith Loban'Al976):

has found to be consistently associated with advanced,oral language

,and writing performance throughout-elementary and high school
.

0

,4. 'Mathematics. The CIRCUS Row Much and How Many? (Educational

Testing Services, 1974) test was administered to groups of three

children. The Score. reflects total correct Outof'42 items on

various quantitatiVe concepts (e.g., number names, counting, relative.

sizes etc.),

5. Letter and Number recognition. The CIRCUS Finding Letters and

Numbers test,(EdUcational Testing Service., 1974) was administered
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tOgroups:of three children. The letter score reflectS the number

correctly recognized (choice' of three) when the examiner named

a letter. MaXimum possible was 15. Maximum possible-on the number

section was 5.

Educational TeSting Service° (1976) reports a 6 month longitudinal

correlatiOn for How Much and How Many? of .60 (n=1179)., Teachers'

ratings'ofquantitative skills correlated .55 with How Much and How

Many and .39 with Finding Letters and Numbers. The alpha reliabilities

are repotted to be'.87 and ..86 respectively.

6. Strategies in Test. Situation. Iteue.9, 12, and 13 on the CIRCUS

Behavior Inventory (Educational Testing ArVice, 1974) filled out

by the testers refleCt'the child's Strategies in the test situation.

Item 9 concerns keeping'one's plaCe on S e tests, item 12 appearing'

to answer,randomly, and'item 13, weighing alternatives carefully.

These were rated on a 3 pOintresponse_scale ranging from "rarely

Or never" to "often or usually%

7. Temperament Questionnaire. This 64 item questionnaire for .teachers

was adopteddirectly from Thomas and Chess, (1977, pp. 239-247). It

includes eight eight-item_scales intended to assess temperamental.

traits including-approach/withdrawal (to new situations); persistence;

adaptability to new situations; activity level; distractability;

mood;tnreShold of response to leVels of stimulation; and intensity .

of reaction's. All items are rated on a 7 point basis ranging from

"hardly ever" to "almost always:'
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. This scale was adapted by Professors Thomas,and.Chess
.

and Dr..S. Korn.from their temperament rating scare-for use by parents.

IteMS.in'the parent 'scale were derived from their longitUdinal study

of temperament (Thomas and Chess, 1977, Thomas, Chest and Birch, 196

Each item: describes specific situations and responses indicative
N. .

of a high or low. level of the temperamental characteristic in question.,

Eachitem in the final parent scale was significantly cd.irelated-
,

. .

with the temperamental trait 1;21.g measured d's-rated On. the basis.
7

of a detailed parental interview... ,Theirteacher scale,. used here,'

contains largely. the same items, adapted as necessary for:Classroom

conditions.

8. Self Confidence Questionnaire. Three questions concerning 'willingness

to try new skills) response to failure; and ,generalTapproach to,new

situations were asked of teachers. Details wilrbe,given in the

results section.

As with the parts,of the Social. Skills Questionnaire, the

Self-Confidence Questionnaire was used for the first time in this

study. _Thus no independent reliability or validity information

is available. For purposes of relating, characteristics described-
.

this questionnaire to teachers' thrive ratings of children,,in

individual items are more usefUl than.combining items as scales.
,*q17

9. Self Control. Self'control in the testing situation was rated

bt, the research assistants giving the tests. At the time.of

testing, they were not informed.of the children's thrive ratings.

Self control items were taken from the CIRCUS Behavior Inventory

(Educational Testing Service, 1974) and concerned engaging in
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behaViors that were not permitted or inappropriate. .These include-2
1 ,

x

items 4. "told answer out loudand 14, "spoke about unrelated'

events". Each item was rated on a 3 point response pcale,,.ranging

from %rarely or never" to "often or usually' *

10. Behavior. ,The CIRCUS' Activities Inventory (EduCational:

Testing Service; 1974) was administered to both teachers and

parent's. This questionnaire deScribes'a number of specific activities

sy categorized as physical- motor, academic, role playing, and music /art.,
,

'Ratings were obtained concerning:

engaging
t

frequency of engaging h specified activities;
k;

b. pregerence for being alone vs. with peers .in specified

activities;'

. 'frequency of seeking adult helpLin spetified aCtiVities.

Educational TeSting Services reports alpha reliabilities of

ranging from .83 to .90 for Activity Inventory items concerning
\

activities,.peers, andadultrhelp. In the present paper; resultS
-

are repOrted on a per .item basis as differences associated with

thrive categories varied from item to item.,

In addition, two, CIRCUS Behavior Inventory items rated by

testers also concerned seeking adult help in thetest situation.

Procedures. Teachers were contacted to arrange a convenient

. 4

time.for.testing and interviewing.. Testers were instructed not to

learn children's thrive ratings until they had completed testing
e

and rating of children. Children were tested in groups of three.
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During. luncb periods or after school, teachers were given the

questionnaires and interviewed regardinci,their programs:.,. In some
.

,
Cases,/it was necessary tO-leave.quedtionnaires with to

,be mailed in later.- In the afternoonor

parentS.were interviewed by:telephone.

.Analysis. Two methOdt of analysis were used. First, all

measures were analiyzed,by analysis .of variance to determine Main.

effectS°,for thrive, program, aneSex categories as well as inter-

actions.. /Second; measures. involving categorical responses (social.

emotionalresponSes,. self confidence, CIRCUS Behavior

Inventory items, and'CIROS, Activity Inventory,iteMs. were also

analyzed by Chi Square..fo.thrive and program effects. In these

;

cases, Chi Squares were carried0oUt on the diStribUtion of children

by.condition (thrive or program)and response category. In all cases,

ANOVj and Chi Square analyses lieIded.identical results for main

effects. In reportingOtegorica1 data, responses are,generally
-4,

combined into two categories by inspection. (e.g. once a,week,or

more,vs. less than weekly) and then reported as percentages.

Results

Health

Non-thrivers averaged 12.6 days absent compared to 10.3

,,
for average children and 10.0 for thrivers./ the difference was not

significant (F (2,237) = 2i21, p> .11) and in three of the six
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programS, non7thrivers-were absent less often than thriVer.s. Overall,':

lit appears that non-thrivers'do not differ froth other chi ren in
.

Q. ',,

.-.'as measured by schOofttendance..- e

Skill's and Strategies

Social Skills. Thrivekt-were?perceiVed.by teachers assmore
, ..;, . .,. .

'socially skilled on nearly all items concerning skills with peers.

(Table Differences were less marked in skills with adults.
.

,Significant int ractionSwith' programs were obtained.

Insert Table frebout here

' Interestingly-, sote of the largest diffe4ences in social
=94.

i L ,,r ,

skills concerned functioning in adult-led groups and showing empathy..

(Table 2) .116 tignificant interaOtis With,-programs were obtained.

For.teadhers, funCtiOning well in adult -led groups aPpears to b4aimoSi-7-

a 'sine::plila non for being rated a "thriver". or'even'an "average" child.
.

.. ..,
.

- .. , . ,

The very. Small percentages-of non-thriVers reported empathy

, . 1

may PrOVide'a..ciue.to.theirigenerally l8wer. social skills.

. Insert Table 2-abdut here

6nteasurpt of description

-Andidate that average children differed. significantly from non-thrivers

oh46ne measure of deScription and use of grammar, and also differed

Language *ills. Thrivers and non-thrivers differed sig
I

Range testsuse of grammar.-(Table 3).
"\k

ificantly
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er - .

ofrom_ thrivs uSe of .gramdar. No significa differenceS were t-

17

r.

IObtained.between 'groups on measures of numbers of.w rds-used in telling. _. 1

a sats*Y r Pr/on 'narration quality. No significant rations, with

programrepliCates;wVe obtained.

Insert Table about here

Academic Thrivers, Average children, 'and Non-Thrivers,

differedeSgnifidantly [from each other on the three measures,. of
,.

cademic skille, using the Schaffe . range test There was an, inter-
'

action between thriv ratings and letter knowledge (F, 10,302 =

207.10, p .01): This .interaction reflected below average performance
1

by 4 year 'old Non-Thrivers in half day prog'ram's, and above average

performance by 5 year old: kon-Thrivers in half day and urban full

day Prograins. However, the rank order of Thrivers, Average children,
.1

and Non-Thrivers was maintained in all groups. ..
4

'ProbienSolving:Strategies.. Three tester-rated. Behavior,Inventory

items related toprOblem6o;:ying strategies. shrivers,Were:m6fre
.

likely than others to "Consider- answers carefully " to keet) their

place bn,the test, and less .likely to "answer randomly ". (Table 5) .
. .

P Ilsert, Viable 5 about here
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tional and .self Characteristidt '.:,

.

:,
;.,,,

Temperament. Teacher ratingt=of.temperamental trans
. . .'4:: ,

distinguishdhrivert and avere.ge...Children frOM nrcinthrlie5.iiie
,

.

''''.tte ,p,
largest:differendes appear to concern reactions ti. new gituations'. and ,6 -'

3.:

ThriVing, Average, and Non - Thriving
-..-Xindergartners

)
A

.
.-

the abilitTto stay. with a task. -.Thrivers, Average childreni:And

Non-Thrivers all differed Significantly-on foUremperament scales
...

Aiproadhing' new situations,, according to the Scheffe'iwige test4,
. _ .

Persistence, Adaptability to neids situations, anted Distractibility:,
--... . - : 'k,

On two other_scales, Activity level and Mood, Nonl,ThriVere differed
T

significantly ;from the.other groups. STable 6), On onlyb.One scale,
,

- .

Persistence'i was thege.an 1.4eradtion with program replicatetr

interaction rettected,above average scores for half..'day'.

7AVerage Chiidren.and,4 year old Non-Thrivert in alternate full

day kinderg ens. 'In ono . case did. the rank order of ,scores

by thriveratin

:Intert Table.bout here
1: ^

Self idende:and.Self Control., Teacher ratings of self,

,confidence y ldea some of,the sharpest-distinctions between Thrivers

One-item'doncerned children's typical'reacti ms

FiVe alternatives were given ass shown ci.n Table 7. While'

and.Non-Thri6re.;

to failure:
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. the'majority
a
of'-thrivers'and'average Ch ildren were expected to "try

again 1.1.1On-thrivers were expected to respond to failure or to'approach

19

.

..1.-

the task yith. le ss, Confidence, An AN0V4 on this Measure indicates no
.,-.

interaction Witl program replicates.
0

Insert)Table 7 abOut here
.. -

Ontwb her self'confidence ratings, concerning willingness

try tasks involving new skills Andgeneral)approach to Most situations,

ir

thrivers were perceived as markedly More confident than non thrivers.

Again,,ANOVAs on these measures indicate Ao interaction with program

replicates. (Table 8)

it

I
Insert. Table .8 about here

i'o4k,te'steriated Behavior-Inventory Items. ConCernedthe
A .1

child's ability to follow instructions or control himself. More

. .
. ,

thrivers were '.able' to avoid .looking at:Other's work and inhibit:

answering out loud, engaging in irrelevant talk, and giVing answers

before instructions were complete, .'There were no interactions with

program replicates. (Table 9)
.

Insert Table 9about here

Behavior Variables

General Behavior Preferences. Teacher ratings.of behavioi

preferences suggest more, verall involvement by thrivers in all but

7Pr

9
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two activities rated. (Ta)ple 10) The fact thatthrivers'are reported

by teachers to'.engagaless frequently. in small motor activities that

do not involve construction,, and in playing the role of a child,.

suggests that this overall trend is not a aimple "halo effect."

Parents do not report the general,tzend towards higher involvement

by thrivers but -do Concur with teachers in reporting significantly.

,higher involvement-1)Y thrivers ;in small motor tasks involving construction

and receptive language activities (e,,g.-listening to stories or records,

looking at pictures, reading books), and significantly higher involvement

by non-thrivers in small motor activities not involving construction'

plaYing with small carS, pull toys,:dolls, or toy animals). (Table 11)..

Insert, Tables_10 and 11 about here .

Preferences for Being-With Peers. Teachers report that more thrivers
. .

ciibose to play with peers in role playing activities. Othqrwise, no

significdrit differences by thrive rating were reported in'Percentages

of children playing with otherChildren were reporteci for any activity

category by teachers or parents.

Seeking Adult Assistance. Teachers. and, testers reported

.that more non- thrivers seek adult gssistance. Teachers report

this for all activities except music/art.and scpierj role playing.
-

(Table 12) Testers report that more non7thrivets asked for help

(24% vs. 6% of thrivers and-12% of'average children, Chi square,'

= 28.9) and more indicated they didn't know answers to

test items (50% vs._ 37% of .averagchildren and 16% of thrivers,

Chi. square, d.f. = 33.9). Parents reported no differences by

4i r7
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thrive rating on seeking adult assistance:-

Insert Table 12 about here
.

Program 'Differences

'21

Teacher'perceptions of characteristics of thriving vs.

nOirthriying_children were reMarkable for their similarity across.

the six programs ettdied. For many variables, including most

social, skills, most temperaMental traits, and ratings of self

confidence no significant differences.oCcurred across the six

:programs, nor were there differences between programs in the patte'rne
.

.

of thriVeratings. Language and.aCademic skills were lower for

'four. year olds as might, be expeCted, but again there EN'asric);-

interaction -with thrive ratingS, except for letter recognition,

which was significantly lower, for four. year old non-thrivers in

halfday programs than for others. Some program differences

werefoundfor exekessing affection to adults, willingness

to address _:a group, concern for others' feelings, number of words

used in stories, persistence and adaptabilitytemperament ratings;

self controlin the testing situation, preferences for academic

. activities, and seeking adult hell). These differences were

unsystematic in the sense that no.oneprogram had consistently

higher, loWer, or more thrive-related characteristics.
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-Overall, the weight of the evidence is impressive that

differences between. thrivers, average children, and non-thrivers

are consistent across kindergarten programs in several school

boards and the age levels (4 and 5 years) studied.,

Discussion

The main conclusion.of .this study is that children who are

perceived by teachers as "thriving" "average", or non-thriving"

differ in a wide 'range of developmental:charactiristiCs rated

by teachers including: social skills. with .children'and. adults,

some temperamental traits, self confidence, involvement in

activities4.and freciuencyof Seeking adult help. In addition,

they differ.in.languige and academic skills assess d on CIRCUS
ti

tests; self control, test taking strategies, and seeking.adult

help as ratedby testers; and a few activity preferences as

rated by parents..

It is interesting to note alsO'aseas'in which children

do not differ by.thrive rating. These include health as asses4d

by school attendance, use of peers and adults as resources,

temperamental-tr4its involving threshold, of response to stimulation

and intensity of reactions, involvement with peers in activities
. ,

-
at school and at home , and seeking adult, help at home.

These results must be viewed with some reservation insofar

as they are based to a considerable extent on behavior ratings

(including both the general thrive categories and the more
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specific social Skills,' test strategy, temperament! Self confidence,.

.adult helpLand behavior preference measures).. However, it is

worth noting that independent observers. (parents and testers)

who were unaware of the teacher's'thrive. ratings did-report some

significant differences by th ive status, and;ditXerences by

.thrive status'were found on standardized tests. In. short,

seems reasonable to conclude that kindergarten children perceived
'

as "thriving" by teachers do indeed differ in some ways from

kindergarten children who are peSkt rceived as "not thriving".

. While behavior ratings must be vieWed with more thin

a little, scepticism (see Mischel, 1968 & 1973), the findings

reported herc,are.cin the whole consistent with patterns described

by.Prescott (1973), Murphy and Moriarity -(1976), Garmezy et al.,
*

(in press), and Thomag and Chess (1977) in suggestinia combination

Of underlying. temperamental traits; social skills, and possibly

cognitive capacities which render children more or less able to

cope effectively with their environments. In this discussion,

I will note Some of these parallels and their implications for

working with children as welIas some suggeStions for .further

research. 1\

Temperamental Differences. In this study, "thrivers"

were characterized by greater willingness to approach new situations

and to adapt to new situations, by more persistence and less

distractibility on tasks; and by low activity levels. These-

,'

characteristics appear to reflect the functioning of what Luria

1,1 "
tiv
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debcribes as the functional unit of the brain that.xegulates

tone, waking, and mental states and is involved'with arousaI,,.
...,

',`.-.
, . .

and selection of information'to be.attended to.
.

(Luria; 1913

pp.-67-79,) The thriver's pattern is condi syndrome

described by Thomas, Chess,' and krch.(1968)-aean

(exCept for persistence,which .they' do not ,include 'in the syndrothe) .,

-

whilethe nOh-tfiriver's pattern-is consistent with Thcimas,etal's.-.
.

sYndrome "sloW-,towarm-up. child (again not ,including persistence.
,

. and low diStractibility)The correspondence between

patterns and academic and ,language performanCe parallels school

performance findings cited by Thomas and Chess (1977, pp. 94-99)_.

Adaptability to change and new. situations has also been Cited by

Murphy and Moriarity as part Oftheir "Coping I"_vatiable

(1976, pp..115-129),, which also includes a variety of skills

for managing the environmenii.

The ability to concentrate and resist distraction has been

emphasized by Garmezy et al., (in,pre4s), anduThomas And Chess,

(1977, pp. 1007101)-as characterizing competeht children who

are unlikely to develop pathologies (Garmezy, et al.iand

likelito.do:well at school (Thomas & Chess),

Social-Skills. The'importance of social rSicills with peers

and adults'for effeCtive,functioning in nursery school and

kindergarten'Wag identified in a survey of teacherg by White

And his, colleagues .(White.&.Watts,, 1973,. pp. 9-17) and confirmed

in studies. by Wright ',(1975). Garmezy et al.., ( R5press) report
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t
thateduced social competence is associated with increased

vulnerability or risk for mental illness. Prescott emphasizes

the inability of non-thrivers to deal-constructively, with social
%

contacts (1973, p. 20' and p. 92). Rubin and Maioni (1:976) reported

.correlans ranging frOm ,43 to .68-between Piagetian measures

of cognitive developMent and sociometric popularity in.4 year olds.

Self' Confidence. Self confidence and a sense of control

over events has long been emphasized as a.crucial,variable

,
affecting many aspects of performance (Bandura,'1977; Murphy ,&

Moriarity 1976, p. 119, pi:). 288 -290; Baumrind and Black, 1967):

The very large thriver vs. non-thriver differences which emerged

.in rated self confidence suggest an interaction between temperamental

traits which discicuage dealingwith'neW or fruStrating tasks,
, .

and possibly less mature capacities for focussing on tasks

(both non-social and social) resulting in frequent' failure.

experiences. Presbott emphasizes the experienceof failure and

frustrat1oh in her. observations of day care non- thrivers (1973, pp. 20-21).

Research Implications. The present study is limited 'by

its design (contrasting thriving, average, and non -thriying groups)

and its methodology (emphasizing behavior ratings). While the design.

May have exaggerated the.. apparent existence of large skill -%

differences associate, with differences in temperament and self

, .

4confidence, this association has been descripea by other researchers.

FurtA'6rmoce,Bolstad'anii Johnson's (1977) study ofteache-r7ra:tings

. .

and observed betlavior Supports the validity of teacher observationS

,
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of both social skill and persistence-attention characteristics, and

the types of differenceS reported here for thriving, average, and non-
, .J

thriving children. If this'combination of characteristics is correct,

it has significant implications for practice in the care and education of

young children which will be,discussecy n the.next section. However,

before developing educational and therapeutic interventions, more research

is needed on the validity of the measures used in this study, and

on their distribution and relationships. Direct observation of social

skills (see Wright, 1980), and more objective assessment of tempera-

mental, emotional, and self-confidence characteristics is needed.

Once-better measures are available, it will be possible to deterMine

the distribution (rather than the extremes) of the characteristics

described in thiS study and others referred to in this paper, and to

examine the degree to which they covary when extreme categories of

thrive status are not applied.

Implications for Practice. Should such research support the

related patterns of skill andemotionaldevelopment described

in!this study, serious attention should be given to our methods

of dealing with the development of social skills amd temperament

yin schools.. Aille 'both of these areas have long been described

.as important goal areas in kindergarten and early childhood education,

the large individual differences found in this study suggest

that much .remains to be done.. It seems highly likely that

differences observed in social skills are related to individual

differences in temperament and self-confidence. Paradoxicallye

despite the importance educators of young children assign-to

,"emotional development", little.is really known about temperament
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and its role in clasiroom functioning; and less is known about

hoW, in classroom settings, to help children cope with their

own temperamental patterns. More work has been,done on the.,

development of self-confidpnce and.self-esteem in classrooi

settings, although much of this work, is more applicable at

older ages. At present,,the relationship between cognitive

and language development, temperament, and self-process variables

at the 4 to 6 age level very poorly understood.

The implications of emotional differences, which probably

include a substantial constitutional. component (see Thomas and

Chess, 1977), need to be brought to teachers' attention. These.

implications partioularlyinclude.considering how to manage

different children's capacities tohandle new situations and

tasks, and how to help children become more aware of their

reactions to situations and able to control their own reactions.

Notes

This study was funded under contract b the.4nistr4

Education, Ontario . (Biemiller, 197S)

The study could not have been completed without the

assistance and guidance of many people including the teachers,

parents, and children who participated in the study; officials

of;the Brant County, Bruce/Grey County;'Limbton County, London

and Middlesex. County, Ottawa, and York Region R.C.S.S.B.'s
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(including especially Sister Valerie and Mary;Taylor of the

London Middlesex Board, and Dr. R. Dixon, Director of the Brant

CountYBOard); my research-associate Michael Rochford and

assistants, Marnie Binder, Karen Connolly, Katherine Grier,

. Naomi Houston, Ellen Lustig, Debra Poole, and Molly,Shainarber;

.and Earbara"Brodie typist. Dr. Mary Wright of the University of

Western Ontario and Frances Biemiller, Ann Jaffary, and Mar4ery

DeRoux of the Laboratory School University of Toronto helped in

. development of rating scales:

,1The choice of. Roman CatholiC Separate Schools was dictated

by the fa014 that most of.the children in Ontario attending

# alternate full,-day and full-day kindergartens were in separate
. -

schools. :(Under Canadian law,,'Roman Catholic Separate school's.

are publicly supported.'.)

o
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Table 1

Percentages of Children Demonstrating Social. Skills

With Peers and Adults "Daily" or "Several Times a Day"

N., 'By Thrive Rating

(source: %eacher)

Social Skill

Thrive Rating

Thriver Average Non-ThriverCbi 5quare
a.
Sig.

+6 Level

(number of children) (94) (70).

Peers

leads peers 73% 51% .17% 97.8 .01.
. .

fails to lead peers 5% 1 5% 29% . 34.1 .01 A

4

'gains peer attention - 86% 77% 57% 37.3 _....01

fails to gain-peer attention 2% 2% 17% ' 28.4 .01
-

uses peer as resource 56% .57% 46% 13.7 ns.

fails to.uSe.peer as'resOurce 2% 3%d i0% 32.4 .01
,,

v ..
,

expresses affection to peers 75% '59% 41% 23.5 .01

Adults

gains adult attention . 90%
4

uses adult as resource 71%

fails to use adult as resource . 3%

expresses affection to adult 68%

78% 61%' 30.7 .01

66% 19% 13.9- ns

1% 7% 13.2 ns

62% 51% 15.5 .05

Chi squares based.on distribution of children by 3 thrive and

5 response categories. Eight degrees of freedom.
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Table 2

Percentages of Children .Demonstrating Social Skills

in Adult-Lea Groups or Showing Empathy "Often" or "D ally"

by ThriVe Rating

(source: teacher)

. (number, of children)

Adult-led Groups

participates in group activity

answers questions

blurts out answers

listens to other children

addresses whold group

Empathy

aware of impact on others

, . \
concerned with others' feelings

Thrive Rating

,Thriver.' Average Non-Thriver Chi Square
a
Sig.

level

(103) (94) (70)

97% 88% 48% 90.7 .01

94% 84% 53% 78.1 .01 ,

M

.. .

16 %. 18% 20% 6.6 11:5.

a

91% 86%' 56% 63.6 .01

88% 72% 45% 51.6 .01

4

75% 46% 18%: 73.5 .01

81% 69% 35% 45.6 .01,

See note a, table 1
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Table 3 -

Mean Scores on the CIRCUS. Productive

Language TeSt by Thrive Rating

(Standard deviations in parentheses)

Thrive Rating

Thrivers 'Average Non-Thrivers
a,

'level

s .

number of children 131 119 90

description -- prompted 6.1( 1.0) 5.9( 1.1) 5.4( 1.3) 9.41 .01

.-

description- -not prompted 3.8( 1.5) 3.5( 1.3) . 3.1( 1.6) 8.04 .01

Use -of. grammar 59.5( 8.4) 55.4( 8.4) 50.2( 9.8) 29.66 .01

narration- -total words 74.7(46J3) 67.4(40.3) 58.7(39.6) ns

narration--different words 38.3(18.1) 3513(17.9) 30.6(18.9) ns.
4

narration -- quality 5.41 1.9) 5.0( 21) .6( 1.9) ns
1 4

E' tests with 2:and.302,degrees of freedom as part of a' 3 way ANOVA

with thrive rating, program, and sex as treatments. Range tests (Scheff

based on .05 level of tignificande.
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Table 4.

Mean Scores on CIRCUS How Much and HoW Many?

,nd Finding Letters and Numbers

Tests by Thrive Rating

(standard deviations in parentheses)

Thrive'Rating

Thrivers. Aver.age. NOn-,Thrivers

number of children

How Much and How

Letters.

Numbers

131

35.8(3.5)

14.4(1.6)
a.

4.1( .8)

119

33.4(5.2)

13.4(2.5)

3.7(1.0)

29.2(6.6)

10.7(4.3)

3.1(1.1).

See note a, table 3.

.

a .9

v

V

Sig.

level

56.21 .01

54.33 .01

29.50 .01
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Ratings.of Strategies on Tests

.1
(source:, testers)

Thrive Rating

'Thrivers Average Non-Thrivers Chi a Sig.

Square. Level

ryGmber of:ch4dren

_SI 413 considered Carefillly

(% usually)

SI 49.kept place

(% usually)

BI #12 marked randomly

rarely):

131 119 90

72% 66% .39%

95% 80% 60%

80% 61% 40%.

32.3 .

43.7 .01

40,5 .9

a. -ChiSquares calculated by thriVe categories (3 levels) and

response categories (3 levels) on actual distribution

of children. 4 d.f.
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Table 6

Mean.,TeMpefament RatingS by 'Thrive_ Rating

(,standard deviations-in parentheSes)

(source: teacher)

Thrive Bating ,

. Temperament Scale ; (Mean temperament ratings on a 7 pain s ale
(In order. of Thrive effect) ranging frbm hardly ever.to almost al

f 4 *

Thriver Average Ngn-Thriver Sig.

leyel

number of children

Approaches NI Situations.

Persistent

Adaptable to New Situations

Low-Activity Level

Not DiStractible .

Positive Mood

Low Threshold of Response

Highly Intense Reactions

87

5.5(1.0)

5.1( .3)

5.6C .9)

4.8( .9),

4.2( 6)

5.7( .8)

4.0( .7)

4..0(1.0)

80

4.7(1.1).

4.5( . 8

5.1(1. )

4.5(1.1)

3.8( .7)

5.5( .8)

3.9(\.8)

3.9( .91

4..,

,

61

3.5(1.3)

3:3(1.0)

):

3.7(1. )

3.2( .7)

4.8( .9)

3.6( .9)

4.0(1.3)

47.9

98.4

32.2.

18.9.

46.3

20.2

2.8

0.7'

.01

.01

.01

".01J

.01

.01

.

hs

s
,.,

a. F ratios were coinputed with d 160 d.f. di. as part of a
A

3 way ANOVA with thrive rating, program and 'sex as treatments.

Scheffe range.test at .05 level.

.



Table 7

Typical Patterns of REsponse.to Failure

by Thrive Rating

(source: teacherl)

.

Thrive

Rating

.

1,

Very negative:

May throw a .

,tantrum, (

unlikely to '

,

try again ,,

Ne9ative: self

confidence

lower the next

time approaches

the task

No Reaction:

doesn't seem

to care, may

0-

or May not

try again

Posi ve: not

upieti but

,.

somewhat more

deterWined to

succeed next

time

Very

very

and

net

p,

Positive

determined

confident

time

Thrivers

Oferaqe

Nop-Thrivers

86(100%)

78(100%)

55(100%)

(0%

.14%

2%

0 11i

8% ,

27%32

4%.

.23%

47%,

59%

2,2%,

27%

3%

2%,

Chi Square = 81:2 with 8 d.f: p ( .01. Chi square based on numbers, of children.

I

z
0

P.

P.

4
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Table 8.

PerOtagas or;ChildrenWith.POSitive.

Self:::COnfidence Characteristics by Thrive Rating.

(source: teacher)

4

Self Confidence.

Characterittic

Tilt fivers

number of children

General approach to situation:

(percent "often or always .

confident ")

is

87

Average Non-Thrivers

55

Chi Sig.

SqUare level

.

13% ::102;

Willing to iry new skills:

(percent Tfai often or

nearly always ") 85.9 ,.01

I

rei ba4ed on distributionOf children by 3 thrie
A

;S/response categorfes. 8.dif.

f.
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,

:Percentage'of Children "0.04sionally or Oftee

Engaging in BehavidtlheyWere-Asked to `.Inhibit q

(Source: testers)

. Thrive Rating

Thrivers. 'Average

nudber cif. children 130,

BI.#51,doked At;Othe*children's

answers

BI #4 Told answer

BI #14:SPoke about Unrelated-
.=

events

27%

-BI #7Marked answer before.

Instructed 13%
s 23%

a.

Non-Thrivers Chi
,

Square
a

level

9.0

)

70% . 24..2 .01

38% 13:2 .01
1

'0

29% 16.6' .01

30% 34..,0 .01

Chi squares based on distribution Of children.by 3 thrive

.

categories and °3 response categories. 4 degrees of freedom.':
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Table 10 .

'Often" or "Almost Alwaye by Thrive Rating

,number of cases

Physical-Motor

large motor equipment

large motor no equipment

small-motor construction

small motor no construction

Academi

receptive language

,koductile language

numbers

physical -world, science

Role-Playing

parental role

vocational role

child role

fantasy role

Art/Music4'

Thrive Rating

100 91u

81% 69%

76% 74%

79% 65%

49% 65% g.

85% 70%

81% .43%

73% . 46 %,;
. ,

35.%:'! 34

Thrivers
. Average .NOn-Thrivers chi Sig.

Squared level.

68

, 62%

66%

50%

78%

16.3 .01

-

20.7 .01

15. .01

ns

28% 67.7 .01

17% 118.1 .01

10% 79.0 .01,
,,.,

25% - ns

, .

.53% '47% 34%. 16.3 .01

producing music

listening music

art

39 %. 26% 13% 39.5 .01

14% "17% 27% As
; .

31% 23% 27% .ris r

69% 52% 22% 45.1' .01..."'

84% 76%
;P'?% '

42.0 .01

84% ' 76% 59`% 28.3 .01..,

a. Chi squares basedon diStrpution of.chi1dren by threa.ZhriVe categoriesand four reOponse categories.: .6 degrees of,freedom..
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Table 11'

Parent Ratings'of,Engaging,in

Activities Often or Almost Allays by ThriyelRating

Thrive Rating

Thrivers Average Non-ThriVers:Chi Sig.

Square
a
level

number of beset:.

Physical Motor.

124 114 82

large motor, equipment 94% 90% 99% nsdr -,...

large motor, ...no,. equipment 88% '77% 84% ns

small,motor, construction
. 78% 51 %:

small motor, no construction 67% 66%

Academic

ca receptive language: 92% 81%

productive language 70% 60%,

numbers

,Lphysical '!scienceword,

Role-Playing

arental role

.'vocational .role

child role

fantasy, role

Art/Music

producing muSic

listening to music

art

66% 40%

58% 55%

56%

37%

24 %.

34%

74%

50%

. 37%

24%

38%.

62%

71% 58%

87% "78%

51%

82%

20.8

12.9

.00

. .05

77% 14.2 :03

61% - ns.

54% 17.7 .01

56% ns

55% ns

35% ns.

27 %' - ns

37% - ns

67% ns

55% hs

73% ns,

.1*A.. See note a-on table 10.'
k
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Table 12
A

Teacher Ratings of Children "Often" or

"Almost Always" Seeking Adult Assistance by Activity

and ThriVe Rating

Thrive Rating

Thrivers Average Non-Thrivers Chi Sig.

Square
a.

level

number of, children .00: 91. 68

Physical-Motor

large motor, equipthent

large4motor;.. no equipment

,smalf motor, construction

small Motor, no construction

Academi

receptive language

productive language

numbers

physical world,sciende

Role Playing

parental role

-,'.vocational

child role

-fantaSy role

Music/Art

producing music

listening to music

4% 12% - 25%

2% 4% 18%

0% 7% 28%

0% 3% 9%
. -

9% 12% 19%

7% 18% 32%

/
, \

7% 11% 35%

'6% 9% 28%

,0% 2% 6%

1; 0% 5%

0% 0% 5%

0% 1% 6%

8% 10% 10%-

17.2 .01

23.6 .01

42.$ x.01

12.8 .05

12.4 , .05
.k

24.5 .01

-

32.3
f

.01

20.7 .01

-

-

ns

ns

ns

ns

a. See note a, table 10. 4i)
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